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Wire Mount

Hardware

Texture: 

Lustre: 

Transparency: 

DESCRIPTION / FEATURES Wire Mount gives a slimline system look to screen fixing, where only

wire and point fix heads to the front of screen showing

HOW TO SPECIFY 4 fixings for up to 70.8" (1800mm) H panels or 6 fixings for up to 110"

(2800mm) H panels

COMPOSITION Wire and Ends - Stainless Steel, Point Fix - stainless steel

SURFACE FINISH Live/Dead Ends -brushed stainless steel

Point Fix - brushed stainless steelFINISHES AVAILABLE Satin Black, Satin White or Precious Silver Pearl

STANDARD SIZE 48" x 108" x 0.5" (1219mm x 2743mm x 12mm)

INDOOR/OUTDOOR Indoor only

WET AREAS No

SUGGESTED INSTALLATION See Install Guide for details.

 

Threaded anchor into mounting substrate

Requires rigid floor and ceiling.

Wire tensioned between ceiling and floor members.

CUSTOMISABLE Floor to ceiling height and screen to be placed

THERMOFORMABLE No

FIRE RATING ASTM E-84 - Class AE-13501 - B-s2-d0AS 5637.1:2015 - Group 1

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS Suitable for installation of Zintra Acoustic Panel, Lucere, Lightblocks Ice

and Screens the wire mount system sold as complete set with wire,

point fix fixings and live/dead end fixings.

Offers a slimline look to screen fixing with only wire showing and point

fix heads to front of screen

There will be some movement possible in the final installation 

Wire Mount offers a small foot print to ground and ceiling for minimalist

look

Flexibility on where screens are positions along wire. Can even have

two screens if small enough.

4 fixings suitable for up 1800mm panels / 6 fixings suitable for up to

2800mm panels

SUPPLIED AS 2 x 3000mm wire lengths

 

4 or 6 x point fixings

 

Top and bottom fixing details

 

No floor or ceiling fixings supplied

FABRICATION Utility knife or CNC with an oscillating knife

REFINISHABLE No

CARE INSTRUCTIONS Remove spills immediately using damp, clean cloth.

Dab Zintra with a clean, soft white cloth dampened with a mild solution

of liquid detergent and warm water. Repeat using only clean water,

then pat dry with a lint free cloth.

Avoid using wax polishes, solvents or concentrated abrasives.

For more difficult stains, dampen a soft white cloth with a solution of

household bleach (10% bleach / 90% water). Dab gently. Repeat using
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only a clean, water dampened cloth to remove bleach

concentration then pat dry with a lint free cloth.

Always test in an inconspicuous area first. If care instructions don't

deliver the expected results, cease cleaning method immediately and

contact Baresque for assistance.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION We believe in the sustainability of both our planet and our people. We

do everything we can to minimise our environmental impact and

create spaces that contribute to the wellness of the people that use

them.

Certified by Declare and HPD, Zintra is made from 100% recyclable

materials. It has low levels of volatile organic compounds and contains

no formaldehyde. It’s Red List Free and meets the Global Recycling

Standard.

Reducing noise levels, minimizing indoor air pollutants, easy cleaning

and a Class A fire rating are just a few of the reasons that Zintra is the

perfect material for the green buildings of today and tomorrow.


